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A. Lejay / Transmission conditions and Skew Brownian motion
1 Introduction
The linear second-order differential operators
L = a4+ b∇ and L = ∇(a∇) + b∇ (1)
generate some continuous stochastic processes ((Xt)t≥0, (Px)x∈R). A stochas-
tic process is a family of paths which are chosen randomly according to a
family (Px)x∈R of probability measures on the space of continuous functions
(the subscript x refers to the fact that Px[X0 = x] = 1). This means that,
if f is an arbitrary function and (Pt)t>0 is the semi-group generated by the
operators L in (1), then Ex[f(Xt)] = Ptf(x). On the other hand, by definition
∂Ptf(x)
∂t
= LPtf(x),
that is (t, x) 7→ Ptf(x) is the solution to the parabolic PDE ∂tu(t, x) =
Lu(t, x).
By the strong law of large numbers
Ex[f(Xt)] = lim
N→∞
1
N
N∑
k=1
f(X
(i)
t ),
where X(1), X(2), ... are independent realization of the stochastic process X.
One can then solve the parabolic PDE ∂tu = Lu by simulating a large number
of trajectories.
For a random event ω, a trajectory t 7→ Xt(ω) may be seen as the tra-
jectory of a particle moving randomly. If one knows the position Xt of the
particle at a given time t, its possible positions at a near future t+∆t depend
on Xt (the part of trajectory (Xs)s<t prior to t does not bring extra infor-
mation to the present in order to predict the future, thanks to the Markov
property) and on the values of the coefficients a and b of L around this po-
sition Xt. Hence, for a given T , the position XT may be decomposed as
XT = (Xt` −Xt`−1)+ · · ·+(Xt1−Xt0)+X0 where 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < t` = T
and the ti are either deterministic or in a proper class of random times (the
so called stopping times). Unless the coefficients a and b are locally con-
stant, the time increments ti+1 − ti are generally taken to be small, and one
simulates Xti+1 − Xti by replacing the differential operator L by a simpler
one (that depends on the position Xti) generating a process Y which stay
close to X is small time. In general, simulating such a stochastic process
is rather straightforward and ones needs only a few lines of codes. Using
Monte Carlo methods may be well suited for dealing with complex media, or
2
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for high-dimensional problems. However, the price to pay is the slow speed
of convergence.
In this article, we are interested in the following transmission problem
(throughout all this article, we consider that the dimension of the space is
one): 


∂u(t,x)
∂t
= Lu(t, x), t > 0, x ∈ R \ {0},
β∇u(t, 0+) = ∇u(t, 0−) for some β > 0. (2)
Let us consider a function a which is smooth on R∗+ and R∗− but discontinuous
at 0. Besides, we assume that 0 < λ < a < Λ for some positive constants λ
and Λ. We consider now the following differential operators
L = ∇(a∇·) and L̃ = a4+∇a∇.
The parabolic PDEs (a) ∂tu = Lu and (b) ∂tu = L̃u either on R+ or R− with
the same boundary conditions at 0 have the same solutions. But solving
these PDEs on R gives rise to different solutions, since for (a) we need a
condition transmission of type a(0+)∇u(t, 0+) = a(0−)∇u(t, 0−) at 0, but
for (b), the derivative of u is continuous, that is ∇u(t, 0+) = ∇u(t, 0−).
Specifying a condition on the flux at the point zero is sufficient for the PDE
to be well-posed on R.
This type of problem arises naturally, For example, divergence-form oper-
ators of type L = ∇(a∇·) appear naturally in many physical models, such as
the Darcy law, or for solving the Magneto-Electro-Encephalography problem.
Besides, it may happens that the coefficient a is discontinuous (in the Darcy
law, the coefficient a represents the permeability of the porous media, which
is in general rather heterogeneous). Moreover, as noted the [Por79a, Por79b],
solving ∂tu = Lu with L = a4+ βδ0∇· is also equivalent in solving a trans-
mission problem of type (2) (even in the multi-dimensional case, where the
first-order differential term is concentrated on some hypersurface). Thus,
the transmission condition may be used for modelling PDEs with a singular
first-order term.
As told above, the evolution of a random stochastic process depends only
locally on the coefficients of its infinitesimal generator. When these coeffi-
cients are smooth enough, a lot of techniques have been designed for efficients
simulations: see for example the book [KP92]. But the case of discontinuous
coefficients has hardly been treated (yet, see [Jan84, CS98, Yan02]).
Here, we have only to focus on the behavior of the process locally around
the discontinuity, since we already know how to simulate such a process in
the zones where the coefficients are smooth. In particular, we advocate that
the transmission condition can be understood on the behavior of a particle
by reducing our process to another one called the Skew Brownian motion
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with some simple transformations. This process was introduced as some
natural expansion of the Brownian motion (see [Wal78, HS81], ...), yet it
have hardly been used in Monte Carlo methods or modellisation (however,
see [CC99, Zha00, CL02]). This process provides us with both a theoretical
and a practical approach for this kind of problems (see [Lej03, LM04, Mar04])
in the one-dimensional case. The multi-dimensional case remains open.
In this article, we also discuss two ideas for simulating stochastic processes
generated by a differential operators 1
2
∇(a∇·), that gives rise to an apparent
contradiction. Our approach, in which both space and time are taken into
account, allows to explain this. We also want to underline that the simulation
of stochastic process have intrinsic difficulties that follows from the very
properties of that kind of object.
2 Simple probabilistic approaches: an appar-
ent paradox
2.1 The discontinuity as a permeable barrier
As we have seen that the short-time evolution of a stochastic process depends
only locally on the coefficient, we consider a differential operator L written
in a very simple form, that is
L =
1
2
∇(a∇·) with a(x) =



a+ if x > 0,
a− if x < 0.
This operator L is the infinitesimal generator of a continuous diffusion pro-
cess X.
It is well known for a long time that the discontinuity of a may be under-
stood as a permeable barrier: The particle crosses the boundary with a given
probability p and is reflected with a probability 1− p. It has been measured
experimentally that in our case, p =
√
a+/(
√
a+ +
√
a−) is the probability
that a particle is on R+ after having hit the boundary (this quantity p is inde-
pendent from the time at which the measurement is done). This probability
have been considered in order to create some numerical algorithms, where
the side of the next position of the particle is decided using this quantity p:
See for example [Uff85, Sem94]. We will see below that this quantity p may
be justified theoretically but that the notion of permeable barrier, although
useful from the heuristic point of view, has to be refined.
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2.2 Discretization of the differential operator
We consider now L = 1
2
∇(a∇·) where a satisfy λ < a(x) < Λ for some
positive constants λ and Λ.
Consider now a discretized version Lh of the operator L on the grid
{kh}k∈Z for some h > 0. By replacing ∇f(x) by the difference operator
h−1(f(x + h)− f(x)), one gets (there are other possibilities)
Lhf(kh) =
(ah(k + 1) + ah(k))
2h2

∑
`∈Z
πh(k, `)f(`h)− f(kh)

 (3)
where ah(k) = a(kh) and πh(k, `) is the matrix defined by πh(k, `) = 0 if |`−
k| 6= 1 and
πh(k, k + 1) = 1− πh(k, k − 1) = a
h(k + 1)
ah(k + 1) + ah(k)
(4)
The matrix πh is the transition matrix of a Markov chain (ξ
h
n)n∈N on Z, that is
P[ξhn+1 = ` ξhn = k] = πh(k, `). Construct also an increasing sequence (τn)n∈N
by τ0 = 0 and τn+1 = τn + 2h
2/(ah(ξhn + 1) + a
h(ξhn)). For t ≥ 0, let T (t) be
the integer n such that τn ≤ t < τn+1. When the coefficient a is smooth, it
is well known that the process
Xht = ξτT (t) +
t− τT (t)
τT (t)+1 − τT (t) (ξ
h
τT (t)+1
− ξhτT (t))
gives an approximation (in distribution) of the process X generated by L
(see for example [KD01] for the non-divergence case, which is similar).
If a is discontinuous at 0, then Xh gives a rough approximation of X.
But in the case of a(x) = a+ if x ≥ 0 and a(x) = a− if x < 0, then one gets
that πh(k, k +1) = πh(k, k−1) = 1/2 if k 6= 0 and πh(0, 1) = 1−πh(0,−1) =
a+/(a+ + a−). Thus, one may approximate X by a simple random walk (at
speed a+h
2) on N∗, a simple random walk (at speed a−h2) on Z \ N, and
using a Bernoulli random variable of parameter q = a+/(a+ + a−) when it
reaches 0. Here again, one could think that the discontinuity acts like a
permeable barrier, but here we get a quantity q 6= p in general, where p was
given in Section 2.1.
As we will see in Section 3.3.2, q is the probability that the particle which
reaches h before −h, whatever the time is, while p is the probability that the
particle is in R+ at a given time. In particular, this implies that one cannot
say that “the particle has a probability γ to go on one side and 1 − γ to go
on the other side once at the discontinuity” unless one specifies where and
when the particle is.
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3 Stochastic Differential Equations
3.1 Diffusion with discontinuous coefficients
Let a and ρ be some functions that are smooth on R+ and R− with some left
and right limit at 0, and such that a ∈ [λ, Λ] and ρ ∈ [λ, Λ] for some positive
constants λ and Λ. Let b be a smooth function such that |b| ≤ Λ. Let L be
the differential operator L = ρ
2
∇(a∇·)+ b∇·. Note that the weak solution to
∂tu = Lu is also a solution to the transmission problem



a(0+)∇u(t, 0+) = a(0−)∇u(t, 0−)
∂tu =
1
2
ρa4u + 1
2
ρ∇a∇u + b∇u on [0, +∞)× R∗+ and on [0, +∞)× R∗−,
and that multiplying a by µ on R+ and ρ by 1/µ on R+ for some µ > 0
allows to impose any transmission condition we want.
As shown for example in [LM04], this operator L generates a stochastic
process X that is solution to the stochastic differential equation (SDE)
Xt = x +
∫ t
0
√
aρ(Xs) dBs +
∫ t
0
(
a′ρ
2
+ b
)
(Xs) ds + αL
0
t (X), (5)
where B is a Brownian motion1,
α = (a(0+)− a(0−))/(a(0+) + a(0−)), (6)
and L0t (X) is the (symmetric) local time at time t of the process X, which
may be defined by
L0t (X) =
1
2ε
lim
ε→0
∫ t
0
1{Xs∈[−ε,ε]}a(Xs)ρ(Xs) ds. (7)
The local time (L0t (X))t≥0 is a continuous, non-decreasing stochastic process
that characterized the time spend by X at 0. This process increases only at
the times at which Xt = 0, that is Lt(X) =
∫ t
0 1{Xs=0} dL
0
s(X). Note that
the set {t ≥ 0 |Xt = 0} has a zero Lebesgue measure, and then t 7→ L0t (X)
is almost everywhere constant.
The Itô-Tanaka formula [RW00] for Yt = Φ(Xt) with Φ(x) =
∫ x
0 (
√
a(y)ρ(y))−1 dy
yields
Yt = Φ(x) + Bt +
∫ t
0
1√
aρ
(
b +
a′ρ
2
)
(Xs) ds + βL
0
t (Y ) (8)
1A Brownian motion is a process whose density at time t is the heat kernel and is then
a normal random variable with variance t. Its infinitesimal generator is 124.
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with
β =
√
a(0+)/ρ(0+)−
√
a(0−)/ρ(0−)
√
a(0+)/ρ(0+) +
√
a(0−)/ρ(0−)
. (9)
3.2 The Skew Brownian motion
Note that if b = 02 and a is constant on R∗+ and R∗−, then Yt = y + Bt +
βL0t (Y ) and this process is called the Skew Brownian motion of parameter γ
with γ = (1 + β)/2 (note that γ ∈ [0, 1] while β ∈ [−1, 1]). As proved
in [Por79a, Por79b], it corresponds to the process generated by L = 1
2
4 +
βδ0∇. There are various ways to construct the Skew Brownian motion: See
[IM74, Ros75, Wal78, HS81] for example.
To understand the probabilistic interpretation of the transmission prob-
lem, it is very important to understand the Skew Brownian motion, for which
explicit computations could be done.
The density q(t, x, y) of Y may be computed explicitly:
q(t, x, y) =
1√
2πt



exp
(
− (y−x)2
2t
)
+ (2α− 1) exp
(
− (x+y)2
2t
)
, x > 0, y > 0,
exp
(
− (y−x)2
2t
)
− (2α− 1) exp
(
− (x+y)2
2t
)
, x < 0, y < 0,
2α exp
(
− (y−x)2
2t
)
, x ≤ 0, y > 0,
2(1− α) exp
(
− (y−x)2
2t
)
, x ≥ 0, y < 0.
The density q(1, 0, x) of the Skew Brownian motion of parameter γ =√
10/(
√
10 + 1) is drawn in Figure 1.
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0−1.0−2.0−3.0
0.5
Figure 1: Density at time 1 of the Skew Brownian motion started from 0
with γ =
√
10/(
√
10 + 1).
Besides, if (Sn)n∈N is the random walk on Z with transition matrix
π(0, 1) = 1− π(0,−1) = γ, π(i, i± 1) = 1
2
∀i 6= 0 and π(i, j) = 0 otherwise,
2This term plays no real role to understand what happens at a discontinuity
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then n−1Sbn2tc converges in distribution to Y . In Figures 2 and 3, we show
two trajectories, one for the Brownian motion and the other for the Skew
Brownian motion, drawn by using random walks.
Figure 2: A trajectory of the
Brownian motion
Figure 3: A trajectory of the
Skew Brownian motion of pa-
rameter 0.8
One possible description of the Skew Brownian motion consists in using
excursion’s theory (See [Rog89, RW00] for an introduction to this theory).
Let U be the set of continuous paths f for which there exists ζ > 0 such that
f(0) = 0, f(t) = 0, ∀t > ζ and f(t) 6= 0, ∀t ∈ (0, ζ). (10)
In (10), the sign of f(t) is constant on (0, ζ). For a trajectory of a diffusion
process X(ω), an excursion is a path (Xt(ω))t∈(`,r), with X`(ω) = Xr(ω) = 0
and Xt(ω) 6= 0 for t ∈ (r, `). Thus, (X(t−r)∧(`−r)(ω))t≥0 is an element of U ,
and ζ = ` − r. The interval (`, r) is an excursion interval. It has to be
noted that, due to the irregularities of the trajectory of a diffusion process,
the excursions cannot be ordered. However, there is a countable number of
excursions, and thus they can be labelled using integers.
For any s ≥ 0, set τ(s) = inf{t ≥ 0 |L0t (X) > s}, which is the right-
continuous inverse of the local time (See figure 5 for a construction). On
each excursion interval, L0t (X) is constant (See figure 4). This implies that
(τ(s))s≥0 is an increasing process with jumps, and when τ(s) 6= τ(s−), then
τ(s) − τ(s−) is the length of an excursion interval (See Figures 6 and 7).
8
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L0t (X)
t
Figure 4: A Brownian motion tra-
jectory (dashed curve) and its local
time
τ(t) or L0t (X)
L0t (X) or t
Figure 5: Constructing the right-
continuous inverse τt of the local
time
τ(t)
L0t (X)
Figure 6: A symbolic representa-
tion of τ(t)
τ(t)− τ(t−)
L0t (X)
Figure 7: An homogeneous Pois-
son process constructed from τ(t)
The fact that (L0t (X))t≥0 increases only on a set of zero Lebesgue measure
is reflected by the fact that there is no interval (`′, r′) such that τ(s) is
continuous on (`′, r′), that is τ has only jumps.
Let G be the set of points such that τ(s) 6= τ(s−). To each s ∈ G can
be associated an excursion interval (r, `), and then an excursion f(s) in U of
the trajectory (Xt(ω))t≥0.
The set Π = (s, f(s))s∈G is made of points in R+×U . Note that the first
component of Π is in the local time scale. With the previous construction,
we have associated to a trajectory of Xt a point process, which is in fact an
homogeneous point process, with an intensity measure dt× P̂. The measure
P̂ has an infinite mass, and allows to count the average number of excursions
in a Borel subset of U per unit of local time. The measure P̂ is called the
excursions’ measure of X.
Let P̂+ (resp. P̂−) be the excursions’ measure of the Brownian motion
reflected on R+ (resp. on R−), that is the process |B| (resp. −|B|). Using
the symmetry property of the Brownian motion, we see that P̂ = 1
2
P̂+ + 1
2
P̂−,
where P̂ is the excursions’ measure of the Brownian motion. This means that
if Γ is a Borel subset of U such that P̂[Γ] is finite and f ∈ Γ implies that
−f ∈ Γ, then the average number of positive excursions in Γ per unit of
9
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local time is 1
2
P̂[Γ]. This means also that the probability that if we observe
an excursion of the Brownian motion in Γ, the probability that it is positive
is 1/2.
Let P̂γ be the excursions’ measure of the Skew Brownian motion of pa-
rameter γ. Then P̂γ = γP̂+ + (1 − γ)P̂−. There is a simple way to say
this: Consider the excursions of a Reflected Brownian motion |B|. These
excursions are labelled by some integers3 and are thus denoted by (fn)n∈N.
Associate to each excursion a Bernoulli random variable en of parameter γ
independent from all the other random variables. Create a new process Y by
setting, for t in the excursions interval (`n, rn), Yt = enfn(t + `n). Then Y is
the Skew Brownian motion of parameter γ. This means only that we switch
the sign of each excursion of a Reflected Brownian motion independently
with probability γ.
An interesting point to note, which is strongly related to the fact that
there are an infinite number of excursions, follows from a simple fact about
the left and right local time. The left (resp. right) local time is defined
similarly to (7) by
L0−t (X) = limε→0
1
ε
∫ t
0
1{Xs∈[−ε,0]} ds, resp. L
0+
t (X) = limε→0
1
ε
∫ t
0
1{Xs∈[0,ε]} ds.
Note that L0t (X) = (L
0+
t (X)+L
0−
t (X))/2. Moreover, one knows that L
0+
t (X)−
L0−t (X) = 2γ
∫ t
0 1{X(s)=0} dL0s(X). Then it follows that for all t ≥ 0,
L0t (X) =
γ
2
L0+t (X) and L
0
t (X) =
1− γ
2
L0−t (X).
In other words, left, right and symmetric local times are always proportional
to each others (this is possible only because the trajectories of the Brownian
motion are irregular and fractal-like).
3.3 Discussion on the algorithms of Section 2
We can now explain what are the difference between the algorithms already
presented in the case L = 1
2
∇(a∇).
3.3.1 The discontinuity as a permeable barrier
In the method presented in Section 2.1, the probability p is obtained by
computing P0[Xt > 0], which is equal, after our change of variable by the
function Φ, to P0[Φ(Xt) > 0] (since Φ(x) > 0 if and only if x > 0). But Φ(X)
3Recall that the excursions cannot be ordered.
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is a Skew Brownian motion of parameter β, where β is given by (9) (recall
that b = 0 and ρ = 1). Thus, this is in accordance with experiments. Yet,
the spatial distribution of the particles at time t is not taken into account.
3.3.2 Discretization of the differential operator
As X is a diffusion process, there exists a continuous increasing function S
such that for any x′ < y < x,
Py[τx′ < τx] =
S(x)− S(y)
S(x)− S(x′) , (11)
where τx = inf{t ≥ 0 |Xt = x} with X0 = y under Py. For L = 12∇(a∇·),
S(x) =
∫ x
0
dy
a(y)
. (12)
For the piecewise constant coefficient a = a+1R+(x)+a−1R∗−(x), then for any
x > 0, P0[τ−x < τx] = a+/(a++a−). Yet, for the Skew Brownian motion Y =
Φ(X), P0[τ−x(Y ) < τx(Y )] =
√
a+/(
√
a+ +
√
a−) = (1 + β)/2, where β has
been defined by (9). This means also that P0[τΦ−1(−x) < τΦ−1(x)] = (1+β)/2.
However, there is a big difference between the process X and the Skew
Brownian motion Y , which follows from the very construction of Y ,
E[τx(Y ) τx(Y ) < τ−x(Y )] = E[τ−x(Y ) τx(Y ) < τ−x(Y )]
On the other hand, the probability density function of τ1 and τ−1 are simu-
lated in in Figures 8 and 94.
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0 10 20 30 40 50
Figure 8: pdf of τ1 given τ1 <
τ−1 for a+ = 10, a− = 1
0
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.1
0.12
0 10 20 30 40 50
Figure 9: pdf of τ−1 given
τ−1 < τ1 for a+ = 10, a− = 1
4The scaling property of the Brownian motion allows to compute easily τx for any x ∈ R
once one knows τ1.
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We saw in Section 2.2 how to replaces X by the piecewise linear process
Xh constructed from the Markov chain (ξhn)n∈N. Let us note that πh(k, k +
1) = Pkh[τ(k+1)h < τ(k−1)h], thus (xξhn)n∈N is equal in distribution5 to (Zn)n∈N
where Zn = Xt(n), where tn+1 = tn + inf{t > tn | |Xt −Xtn | = h} if X0 = kh
for some k ∈ Z. In other words, Zn corresponds to the successive positions
on the grid hZ of the process X.
To construct Xh from (ξhn)n∈N, one records as an approximation of the
time tn+1−tn spend by the particle at kh to reach either (k+1)h or (k−1)h. If
a is smooth, then the average of this time is close to 2h2/(ah(ξhn +1)+a
h(ξhn)),
whether τ(k+1)h < τ(k−1)h or τ(k−1)h < τ(k+1)h. Yet this construction breaks
up when a is discontinuous, since these times have different distribution with
different means6 A correct random walk approximation of X shall takes this
difference of time into consideration.
3.4 A possible approach
To understand a possible, rigorous approach, we have to come back to the
theory of one-dimensional diffusion processes: a process is described by a
continuous, increasing function S and a measure on R (both unique up to
additive and multiplicative constants). The function S, called the scale func-
tion, is defined by (11). It characterizes the local trend of the process to go
up or down. But all the processes of type Xt =
∫ t
0
√
a(Xs) dBs for a measur-
able function a satisfying 0 < λ ≤ a(x) ≤ Λ share the same scale function
S(x) = x. Thus, the scale function is unable to describe alone the diffusion.
The speed measure m is related to the expected time of the exit time from
some interval for the particle. The speed measure of the process X given
above is dx/a(x).
Thus, in order to get a good approximation of the trajectories, one should
take into account not only the future possible position of the particles, but
also the time it spend to reach these positions. In that sense, simulating a
diffusion process is rather different than solving some ordinary differential
equation, where the future position is a function of the time step. The two
algorithms in Section 2 consider only one of these characteristics (space or
time) and forget the other one.
With this in mind, if the diffusion coefficient is constant on each side of
the boundary, the transmission condition is equivalent from a probabilistic
point of view as a permeable barrier while the dynamic of the particle is the
same on each side. The Skew Brownian motion is then a natural tool to
5 or is an approximation if the coefficients are not piecewise constant.
6The higher is the ratio a+/a−, the greater is the difference.
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model such a situation. But if the diffusion coefficients are different, then it
is necessary to use more general Stochastic Differential Equations with local
time. Anyway, using a tool such as the Itô-Tanaka formula, it is possible to
reduce locally the diffusion process to Skew Brownian motion by a simple
transformation of the space.
3.5 Algorithms
Different algorithms are possible for simulating a process X generated by
L = ρ∇(a∇) + b∇.
In [LM04], the coefficients of the operator are first replaced by piecewise
constant approximations, and the corresponding process is then transformed
with a deterministic function Φ into a process Y which is locally a Skew
Brownian motion. Besides, the approximation of Y by a random walk has
been proved in [LG85], and the speed of convergence is currently under review
by P. Etoré in Nancy. This method shall be faster than the previous one.
Note also that this approach can be used in order to simulate a diffusion
on a graph, and to describe properly what happens when a particle reaches
an intersection. We have advocated such a method in [Lej03], and we think
it may be useful for simulating particles in a fissured porous media.
Another method, close in spirit but relying on the excursions theory, has
been devised in [Lej01], and can be seen as an expansion of [Hau99, Hau00].
Another way consists in using other transformations of the process to
reduce the simulation of X to the simulation of a process Z solution to some
SDE without local time, but with discontinuous coefficients. This approach
is discussed in the Ph.D. thesis of M. Martinez [Mar04], where the speed of
convergence of the Euler scheme for SDEs with discontinuous coefficients is
investigated (for a proof of the convergence of the Euler scheme, see [Yan02]).
4 Conclusion
In this article, we have given the exact behavior of a particle when it reaches
a point at which a transmission condition holds. For that, we have used a
deterministic transformation of the diffusion process, in order to reduced it,
at least locally, to the Skew Brownian motion. In the same time, this shows
that the notion of permeable barrier, as such, needs to be made precise. In
accordance with the theory of general diffusions processes, a good approxi-
mation of the dynamic of the particle shall take into account not only the
possible positions, but also the time spend to reach these positions.
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However, the Skew Brownian motion provides us not only with an ana-
lytical tool, but also with some practical way to develop some new Monte
Carlo methods.
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